The Blue Knight Difference

About Our Founder

Tony Blackburn is a 20-year Retired U.S.A.F veteran with a law enforcement

Policing with Insight
21st Century Training
for
a 21st Century Problem!!!
TM

1029 W. Crawford St.
Denison, TX 75020.

Our founder, Tony Blackburn, launched Blue Knight Conflict Solutions with one
primary goal: to develop interactive, dynamic training programs and consultancy services that help officers manage interpersonal conflict and crisis safely,
successfully, and without the use of excessive force. Tony’s distinctive training
course, Policing with Insight TM goes beyond de-escalation and focuses on
prevention. He helps officers effectively engage with the community to address
concerns, understand specific needs, and problem solve to minimize stress
and escalation. Tony partners with law enforcement individuals and teams to
increase situational awareness, sharpen response techniques, and reduce overall
risk for a final resolution that safeguards all parties.

career that spans over 12 years. During his time in the service, Tony spent eight
years working directly with commanders to manage training initiatives and
ultimately served three years as a First Sergeant, taking care of the troops. After
retiring, Tony continued his education, earning graduate degrees in Social Work,
Alternative Dispute Resolution, and Business Management. Now a Licensed
Clinical Social Worker and Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor, Tony runs
his own private practice where he specializes in post-traumatic stress disorder
and substance abuse.
As founder of Blue Knight Conflict Solutions,Tony taps into his diverse professional and educational experience to develop results-driven law enforcement
strategies that improve public relations, drive job satisfaction, and most importantly, helps keep our responding officers and the community safer. Contact us
today to begin.

CHRISTIAN COPS SEMINAR

If you’re a police officer looking to sponsor an event at your church to support
your colleagues and their families, Blue Knight Conflict Solutions Seminar, Christian Cops, may prove the perfect solution.The typical day entails speaking with
officers for the first half of the day and officers and their partners for the second
half. Tony will present biblical solutions to the struggles faced by officers and
their families.

“This course has been certified for 8
hours of continuing education by the
International Association of Directors of
Law Enforcement Standards
and Training as part of the
National Certification Program!”

Blue Knight: encapsulates the esteem and
prestige of our profession.
Conflict: is in red to remind everyone of
the bloodshed in conflict.
Solutions: is depicted in gold to denote the
intrinsic value of real solutions.
Reminder: Blood has been shed by officers
and civilians!

Download and use the course for free!
Train the trainer recommended.
www.PolicingWithInsight.com

I’m confident as you police with insight you’ll experience
improved job satisfaction and success.
A word to the cop on the street

I’ve often said to my clients, “I specialize in stating the obvious.” My reasoning is, the
obvious is often overlooked, to our detriment. Well here goes!

Policing with Insight, I will Never Forget
I will never forget , that I am a highly trained professional with great responsibility
and authority. As such, I understand my leadership (Police and Civilian) must require
that all who wear the badge adhere to the standards of our profession.
I will never forget, my superiors, spouse, children, family, friends and community look
to me as a role model, a standard bearer; I must strive to be above suspicion!
I will never forget, my reputation, the reputation of my department and those who
serve after me is at stake! My action today may determine how my brothers and sisters
are treated tomorrow, next week, next year etc…. A new day begins with me!
I will never forget, the angry human being standing, in front of me, is really angry at
themselves or their circumstances. While it is impossible for me to know their
experience, I will not take their verbal expression of anger as a personal attack.
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I will never forget, that I am not alone. My fellow officers and many in the community
will rally to my side. I will serve my community faithfully, and when possible, I will
avoid all manners of conflict, verbal, physical and deadly.

THIS DEPARTMENT HAS
WORKED ____DAYS
WITHOUT A
QUESTIONABLE PUBLIC
INCIDENT.

The course, Policing with Insight, is designed to help officers. By helping officers
better understand factors—internal, external and societal—that contribute to
the conflict they experience on a daily basis.
The focus is on increasing officer self-awareness, as well as increasing police
understanding of why citizens may respond to them in a negative manner in a
given situation. Furthermore, officers will learn to recognize when they are at risk
of an inappropriate response and obtain the skills required to avoid unnecessary
or excessive conflict.
After completing the basic eight-hour course, officers should demonstrate an increased ability to maintain emotional integrity while engaging in highly charged
situations. As a result, law enforcement managers should see that officers who
have received this training are better able to achieve positive outcomes when
involved in highly charged conflict.

Web: www.policingwithinsight.com
Phone: 903-462-4579
Request an Invoice: Use contact page on website
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I will never forget, that while I may be called to go to war in the street I am not at war
with my community! I have nothing to prove, to those I must detain or arrest, in the
end we always get our man. The calling is high, the danger is real, but I am well able to
persevere! I stand ready to respond appropriately; this is a great responsibility.

A.P. Blackburn, Founder
Policing with Insight
U.S. Air Force, Retired

Policing with Insight TM

To: Police Command Staff
I am confident that once your officers learn to
police with insight they will enjoy their work more
and be less likely to engage in questionable uses
of force.
A. P. Blackburn
Founder

At some point, most officers will deal with increased verbal hostility and lack of respect
while on the job. As a result, of one negative incident the clock may be reset to zero date.

“Never seen anything like it before,
just what we need.”
force or behavior it reinforces what some of the public already believes or worse starts
a negative trend of scrutiny. As officers,
if weWatt
learn to be less emotionally reactive to the
Tom

The public's negative perception of law enforcement in that community will continue
as a result. Every time a law enforcement agency has a legitimately questionable use of

public, incidents are Sheriff
less likely Grayson
to escalate. County
As a result,Texas
more time passes between
questionable events and public opinion begins to improve.

Anthony P. Blackburn
LCSW, LCDC, MBA, MA
Founder

Audrey Johnson, Instructor
29 Years, Dallas County, S.O.
See bio online

